WireFree™
100% wireless
MOTORISATION
FOR INTERIOR WINDOW COVERINGS

Get your creations moving...
Simplify motorised blinds with Somfy

Enhance your product range without changing or complicating your design with Somfy’s 100% WireFree™ motors. You can offer your customers motorised indoor blinds with no need for an electrical connection.

And that makes all the difference!
Bring your décor to life with WireFree™ motors

No constraints
in how you control indoor blinds

• **It takes just 15 minutes** to fit a motorised blind, exactly the same as for a hand-operated blind.
• **No electrical connection:** no additional installation costs.
• **No wires** between the motor and the control unit: no damage to walls.
• **Convenient functions** that will change your customer’s lifestyle.

100% innovation

• **Low-consumption 12V motor (patented by Somfy) powered by replaceable batteries:** when not in use, the motor consumes zero energy. Approximate battery life is around 3 years.*

WireFree™ motors are suitable for several indoor blinds.

• Roller blinds.
• Wooden Venetian blinds.

Motorised blinds offer greater comfort for your customers

• **Visual comfort:** cuts down glare and reflections on TV and computer screens.
• **The inside of your home stays cool** during the hottest days of summer.
• **Décor protection:** floors, carpets, furniture and plants are covered from the effects of sun exposure.

Automated motorised blinds provide better protection

• **The wireless sun sensor** closes the blinds automatically as soon as sunlight hits the window, even when there’s nobody at home. The occupant can override the automatic devices at any time, either by disabling the sensor or via the remote control.

* Longevity depends on several factors.
Add more comfort to your décor, with no wires and no hassle

Somfy’s know-how brings the comfort of wirefree motors to indoor blinds. No more strings to pull and no need to move to manage natural light effectively and create the atmosphere you want. WireFree™ sets your creativity free to dream up innovative ideas for your customers.

Fitted in 15 minutes

No electrical wires:
An indoor blind with a WireFree™ motor is fitted in exactly the same way as a hand-operated blind and requires no special skills.

The blind’s appearance is preserved:
The motor is completely invisible.

Choosing is easy

Power supply technology:
- Powered by conventional long-life batteries (approx. 3 years)*

Wireless control:
Radio Technology Somfy®
- Remotely control blinds from up to 20m away, even through two concrete walls. RTS control units fit perfectly with all décors.
- Over 10 million installations worldwide: the industry-standard radio technology for home openings.
- Expandable installations: you can add extra control units or new motorised installations according to the user’s requirements without having to reconfigure the existing installation.

* depending on use
### Roll Up WireFree™

- **Applications:** Roller blinds
- **Motors:** 12V motor - Technology: RTS
  - Functions: raises and lowers blinds up to 6kg.
- **Power Supply System**
  - **Batteries:** 8x AA Lithium batteries
  - **Radio Freq:** 433.42Mhz
  - **Length:** 264mm
  - **Torque:** 1.13Nm
  - **Speed:** 27rpm (nominal)
  - **Antenna:** External

### Tilt WireFree™

- **Applications:** Wood venetian blinds
- **Motors:** 12V motor - Technology: RTS
  - Functions: adjusts slat tilt for indoor Venetian blinds up to 15kg.
- **Power Supply System**
  - **Batteries:** 8x AA Lithium batteries
  - **Radio Freq:** 433.42Mhz
  - **Length:** 91.4mm
  - **Torque:** 1Nm
  - **Speed:** 8rpm (nominal)
  - **Antenna:** External

### Roll Up WireFree™ Kits

- **Kit Contents**
  - Motor
  - Reloadable Battery Wand
  - Wall Mount Clips
  - AA Lithium Batteries
  - Situo RTS or Telis 4 Pure RTS
  - 40mm Crown & Drive Pack
  - Acmeda Crown & Drive Pack

- **Available in:**
  - Roll Up Wirefree 40mm Single Kit: 1002136
  - Roll Up Wirefree Acmeda Single Kit: 1002138
  - Roll Up Wirefree 40mm 4 Kit: 1002137
  - Roll Up Wirefree Acmeda 4 Kit: 1002139

*4 Kit includes sufficient components for four systems. Situo RTS substituted for a Telis 4 Pure RTS in 4 kit.*
Manage natural light, without getting tied down!

With your WireFree™ motorised indoor blinds, offer your customers more freedom: get the light ambience you want with just one button.

Radio Technology Somfy®:
With Radio Technology Somfy®, you get an added luxury: customised control solutions for indoor blinds.

REMOTE CONTROLS

Telis 1 RTS ■ Telis 4 RTS
To operate a single blind or a group of blinds per room.
- 1-channel or 5-channel remote control.
- Functions: up, down, stop and “my” favourite position.

Telis 1 Modulis RTS ■ Telis 4 Modulis RTS
To remotely control one or more Venetian blinds in a single room.
- 1 channel or 5 channel Venetian blind remote control.
- Central thumbwheel for accurate adjustment of the slat tilt.
- Functions: up, down, stop and “my” favourite position.

The Somfy advantage:
The “my” function to memorise your favourite position (for example blind half-down) and recall it immediately.
Simple to programme and to modify.

The Somfy advantage:
The central thumbwheel provides accurate and intuitive slat tilt adjustment for Venetian blinds. Somfy has invented the perfect natural light control.

4 finishes 3 finishes

P/RE/P/SIVER/LOUNGE/PATIO

P/RE/P/SIVER/LOUNGE
Somfy service quality makes all the difference!
The Somfy brand is synonymous for quality and innovation for motors, controls and automatic devices for all openings in the home.

Somfy pioneer of the universal, interoperable product range, has invented Home Motion to enable your customers to control their indoor blinds, curtains, roller shutters, etc. using the same remote control unit. All Somfy products are interoperable – i.e. they are designed to work together in a coordinated way.

Somfy…
> Exclusive technology.
> Present in 54 countries.
> Efficient industrial facilities for flexible, customer-oriented organisation.
> An organised network of 14,000 specially trained installers.
> Over 32,000 customers and 270 million users.

WALL-MOUNTED CONTROL

Situo RTS
To operate one or more blinds in a single room.
- Wall-mounted, 1 channel control unit
- Functions: up, down, stop and “my” favourite position.

The Somfy advantage:
- A slim, convenient and subtle wall remote.

SENSOR

ThermoSunis Indoor WireFree™ RTS
To automate a blind according to sunlight levels.
Wireless indoor sun sensor for one window:
- In summer, the blind is lowered automatically once sunlight hits the window.
- In winter, the sensor can be disabled easily, leaving the blind open to benefit from the sun’s heat.